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Emplacement is composed by cannon and platform, it appeared with the
development of cannon as the wartime fortification . It used to be an important facility
for coast defence and played an important role in governing the sea frontier ,
managing foreign trade and fighting against foreign aggression. However, with the
revolution of modern warfare and the maneuverability of cannon, the emplacement
has been abandoned because of being no longer treated as a wartime fortification.
Now it is treated as a special cultural heritage.
Since from the violation of Wokou（ mainly Japanese pirates, coast defence
became very important in Ming and Qing Dynasty. Historic coast defence remains
turns into the symbol of sovererignty of the ancient time over marine zone and
historical memory ,especially into the important component of marine cultural
heritage. In recent years, with the increased awareness of the marine strategic position,
coast defence as an important topic in the marine culture is paid more and more
attention by scholars.
Because Minjiang Estuary is the one of the most important place for coast
defence in Ming and Qing Dynasty, so it has a perfect system of coast defence and
rich coast defence remains. In particular, coastal defence fortifications that the
emplacement represents become a major feature of the system of coast defence
Minjiang Estuary since late Ming to early Qing dynasties. Based on the actual survey,
this thesis analyses the protection characteristics, establishment and technical form of
the emplacement in Minjiang Estuary, through the research on layout of the
emplacement under the special geographical environment and the situation of coast
defence. Stating fom the historical materials about the construction of coast defence at
Minjiang Estuary in Ming and Qing Dynasty, based on the achievements of previous
studies, this paper clarifies the historical evolution of the emplacement in Minjiang
Estuary. At last , this thesis points out that the protection of the remains in Minjiang














research on the in this area. For another thing ,it puts forward some valuable
suggestions for the protection of marine tangible cultural heritage.
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